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Senior Software Developer 2017 
 
 
We are looking for talented, experienced Web Development Engineer to join our consulting 
team and help us build applications and services for customers. If you are open to hear new job 
opportunities, I would love to have a conversation with you about a great opportunity at our 
company. 
 
As a founding member of our web engineering consulting team, you will directly impact the 
outcome of the business by building product for our customer on the web using cutting edge 
technology. You will be working directly with our consulting director for full and rapid response.  

 
Responsibilities: 

§ Architect customer requirements and features with reusable UI paradigms using 
ReactJS technology 

§ Lead the product from inception to launch and own large parts of the product’s execution 
§ Collaborate with our UX/UI designer team to rapidly iterate on the product 
§ Translate designs and wireframes into high quality code with unit test 
§ Gather requirements directly from customer and be able to change it to the workable 

requirements 
§ Work in a team environment to deliver quality product that meets both requirements 

and  timeline 
 
Qualifications: 

§ Bachelor’s degree (preferably in Computer Engineering, CS, or any related fields) 
§ Fluency in Javascript (ES5+), AJAX, HTML5, CSS3, JSON and modern responsive web 

design techniques 
§ Understanding of functional, reactive, and object-oriented programming paradigms 
§ Experience in any modern JavaScript framework (e.g. React, MobX) 
§ Experience in CSS pre-processor (e.g. SASS, LESS) 
§ Experience in SQL or NoSQL database technologies (e.g. MySQL, MongoDB, Redis) 
§ Experience in version control system (e.g. Git, SVN) 
§ Proficiency in NodeJS (bonus points) 
§ Experience in Linux, Kubernetes, VMWare (bonus points) 

 
 
If you are interested in the opportunity, please send us your resume to job@throughwave.co.th 
 
 
Look forward to joining you soon! 
 


